
Catalog/Schedule Work Team Minutes 
Thrs. May 24, 2007 - 10:30am 

Audio-conference number 1-800-893-8850, conference code 6384637 
Attendees: UAA: Linda Davis, Jeff Oliver, Sarah Hill, Charese Gearhart-Dekreon;  
 UAF: Colleen Abrams, Cheryl P.; UAS: Jan Crichton, Jeanny Wharton;  
 SW: Patrick Tilsworth 
 
Task requests: 

SSR9OLL (mod to exclude/include rooms by attribute) is in LrgP for testing.  
Test Results:  Jeff had good results, exactly as expected. Jan had same results, and asked for 
parameter title and help text language more clear to users. Colleen suggests “exclude” 
language per task request; agreed by team members. Patrick will change to language as 
submitted: 
Param 44 – “Exclude rooms by attribute” 
Help Text – “Exclude rooms by SLARDEF attribute; % to exclude all; blank to exclude none.”   
Approval given by all MAUs; Patrick will begin the move to Prod (no BST approval required).  
 

Items:   
7.3.1 and 7.3.2 upgrades are in LrgP for testing. 
When testing, remember to also test UAOnline in LrgP.  
https://ban7lrgp.alaska.edu 
https://bweb4lrgp.alaska.edu 
 
Jeanny and Jan have tested Cat/Sched for UAS and found no problems so far. New tabbed 
forms in SCADETL (nice!), SSADETL, SCAPREQ.  CCS thanks Dustin for all his preliminary 
testing. 
 
C/CS testing plans for each MAU go to Mary Gower by noon 5/31: 

“Your testing plans are due to me by noon on Thursday, May 31st.  
Please email them to me with a cc to your VC (Linda, Richard D, Tim B).  
Thanks,  Mary” 

 Patrick reminds us to be sure that each MAU forwards its testing results of the upgrade to Mary 
as above with cc to your VC in advance of the Thr 5/31 deadline.  

 Feel free to use test plans posted to these groups if convenient: 
  Cat/Sched test plan posted to this CCS group by Jan 5/23.   
  Reg test plan posted to Reg-L group by Diane Meador 5/22. 
 
Discussion: 
 Catalog or scheduling issues or discussion?  Tips to share?    
 Jan asked Colleen about her data browser that identifies catalog courses not being actively 

scheduled in a term for a period of time. Linda Davis also would like this browser. Colleen 
will forward. 

 
Dates: Next clone to LrgP June 4, then Oct 1. 
 The new LrgP clone will be taken from the June 1 overnight data.  
 
Next meeting: Thurs. June 21, 2007, at 10:30am 
 Thank you! 
  -jan 


